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1 One-loop effective Lagrangian in spinor QED
The purpose of the first chapter is to set the stage for light by light scattering
within the context of the effective action approach. The original investigations
can be retraced to the work of the authors listed in Ref. []. Here we will present
a method which is more in the spirit of Schwinger’s paper []. Essentially all
we need in order to discuss photon-photon scattering is the expression for the
vacuum persistence amplitude,
〈0+|0−〉 = exp
{
iW04
}
. (1.1)
The index 0 appended to the action indicates that no external charged particles
are in evidence, while the index 4 corresponds to the two incoming and outgoing
photons. Although the amplitude (1.1) can be evaluated (with some effort) for
any photon energy and without restriction to the polarization of the incoming
and outgoing photons, we want to limit ourselves to low-energy photons. The
generally non-local photon-photon interaction becomes inevitably local and the
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vacuum amplitude (1.1) can be expressed as a space-time integral of a local La-
grange function. In particular the choice of parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥)
polarizations of the initial photons and of the final photons (the polarization vec-
tors of the photons do not change in the low-energy collision process) yield the
following amplitude:
〈0+|0−〉 = exp
{
i
∫
d4xL
(1)
04 (x)
}
(1.2)
with
L
(1)
04 =: L‖(x) + L⊥(x) (1.3)
and
L‖(x) =
2α2
45m4
(E2 −B2)2 , L⊥(x) =
2α2
45m4
7(E ·B)2 . (1.4)
Expression (1.3-1.4) is easily recognized as the weak field Lagrange function as
obtained from the original renormalized Heisenberg-Euler (H.-E.) Lagrangian,
L
(1)
R (E,B) = −
1
8π2
∞∫
0
ds
s3
e−m
2s
[
(es)2G
Re cosh
(
es
√
2(F + iG)
)
Im cosh
(
es
√
2(F + iG)
)
−
2
3
(es)2F − 1
]
. (1.5)
Expression (1.5) is the result of a one-loop calculation with external electro-
magnetic fields tied to all orders to the circulating electron loop. We can make
contact to our former weak-field result (1.3-1.4) by expanding the integrand of
(1.5) according to
(es)2G
Re cosh%
Im cosh%
= 1 +
2(es)2
3
F −
(es)4
45
(4F2+ 7G2) + . . . (1.6)
where
F =
1
4
FµνF
µν =
1
2
(B2 −E2) (1.7)
G2 =
(
1
4
Fµν
⋆F µν
)2
= (E ·B)2 , ⋆Fµν =
1
2
ǫµνρσF
ρσ .
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After performance of the integral in (1.5), the effective low-energy Lagrangian
(1.3-1.4) emerges; we rewrite it in the form
L
(1)
R =
2α2
45
1
m4
(4F2 + 7G2) . (1.8)
Superimposed is the free Maxwell Lagrangian so that in the limit of slowly vary-
ing fields, the total effective Lagrangian function reads:
Leff(E,B) =
1
2
(E2 −B2) +
2α2
45m4
(E2 −B2)2 + 7
2α2
45m4
(E ·B)2 , (1.9)
≡ L0 + a(E
2 −B2)2 + b(E ·B)2 , (1.10)
where
a ≡
2α2
45m4
, b = 7a . (1.11)
We shall use the information contained in (1.9) to exhibit the nonlinear features
of quantum electrodynamics. For this reason we compute
D =
∂
∂E
Leff(E,B) , H = −
∂
∂B
Leff(E,B) (1.12)
D = ǫ↼⇀ · E , B = µ↼⇀ ·H , (1.13)
which produces the electric and magnetic permeability tensors of the vacuum []:
ǫik = δik +
4α2
45m4
[
2(E2 −B2)δik + 7BiBk
] (1.14)
µik = δik +
4α2
45m4
[
2(B2 − E2)δik + 7EiEk
]
. (1.15)
These quantities recall the original QED-Lagrangian in which the heavy degrees
of freedom, in our case the electron fields, have been integrated out so as to leave
behind small non-linear corrections to the linear Maxwell Lagrangian, causing
interactions between electromagnetic fields. It is precisely this phenomenon
which we want to investigate in the sequel by studying the behavior of a plane
wave field (laser light) in presence of a strong magnetic field.
3
2 Dispersion effects for low-frequency photons
Now we want to analyze dispersion effects in the low-frequency limit, i.e., we
want to study the propagation of electrodynamic waves, e.g., laser photons, in
the presence of an external prescribed B-field. For this case it is sufficient to
consider the Lagrangian of the previous chapter:
Leff = −F +
2α2
45
1
m4
[
4F2 + 7G2
]
. (2.1)
Since we assume our background field to be purely magnetic, we decompose E
and B according to
E = e , B = B¯+ b . (2.2)
(e,b) denote the plane wave field, while B¯ is the applied constant magnetic field.
The constitutive equations are given by
d =
∂Leff
∂e
, H = −
∂Leff
∂B
(2.3)
= e +
∂L(1)
∂e
, = B−
∂L(1)
∂B
. (2.4)
Linearizing these equations with respect to the wave fields e and b, we find that
d = ǫ↼⇀ · e , h = µ↼⇀−1 · b , (2.5)
where
ǫ↼⇀ =
(
1−
8α2
45m4
B¯2
)
1I +
28α2
45m4
B¯2(Bˆ Bˆ) , (2.6)
µ↼⇀−1 =
(
1−
8α2
45m4
B¯2
)
1I −
16α2
45m4
B¯2(Bˆ Bˆ) , (2.7)
with Bˆ the applied field direction.
Since ǫ↼⇀ and µ↼⇀ are constants in this linear approximation, we may write the
source-free Maxwell equations as
k · d = 0 , k · b = 0 , (2.8)
k× e = ωb , k× h = −ωd , (2.9)
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where kˆ denotes the direction of propagation of the plane wave field. Now it
is convenient to distinguish between two polarization modes where either e (⊥-
mode) or h (‖-mode) points along the direction perpendicular to the plane con-
taining the external magnetic field and the wave propagation direction, (Bˆ, kˆ)-
plane. Then there exist two corresponding refractive indices
(
|kˆ|
ω
)
⊥,‖
, which are
displayed in the following together with their respective eigenmodes:
⊥−mode : e ≡ kˆ× Bˆ , (2.10)
h = n⊥ a (kˆ · Bˆ)kˆ− n
−1
⊥ a Bˆ ,
n⊥ = 1 +
8α2
45m4
B¯2 sin2Θ , Θ =<)(Bˆ, kˆ)
a = 1−
8α2
45m4
B¯2 .
‖ −mode : h ≡ kˆ× Bˆ , (2.11)
e = −n‖ a
−1 (kˆ · Bˆ)kˆ+ n−1‖ a
−1 Bˆ ,
n‖ = 1 +
14α2
45m4
B¯2 sin2Θ .
In both eigenmodes, the plane wave field is linearly polarized. We also see
from (2.10,2.11) that, except for propagation along the external field direction
(sin Θ = 0), the vacuum polarized by an external constant magnetic field acts
like a birefringent medium [].
All the calculations performed so far have employed the lowest-order H.-E.
Lagrangian (2.1). However, we can improve on our previous results concerning
the permeability tensors ǫik, µik and the refractive indices by taking into account
virtual photon radiative corrections to the original electron loop graph. This
additional order-α correction yields in the weak-field limit []:
L
(2)
R =
α2
πm4
α
[
16
81
(B2 − E2)2 +
263
162
(E ·B)2
]
, (2.12)
eE
m2
≪ 1 ,
eB
m2
≪ 1 .
This expression, together with (2.1), leads to a modified H.-E. effective La-
grangian:
Leff = −F + c
′
1F
2 + c′2G
2 (2.13)
with c′1 = 4a′ , c′2 = b′ (2.14)
5
and a′ = 2α
2
45m4
(
1 +
40
9
α
π
)
, b′ =
7 · 2α2
45m4
(
1 +
1315
252
α
π
)
. (2.15)
The results obtained in (1.14,1.15) now become altered into
ǫik = δik + 2a
′ δik 2(E
2 −B2) + 2b′BiBk
µik = δik + 2a
′ δik 2(B
2 −E2) + 2b′EiEk , (2.16)
and the n⊥,‖ are changed according to
(
Θ = π
2
)
:
n⊥ = 1 +
8α2
45m4
(
1 +
40
9
α
π
)
B¯2 , (2.17)
n‖ = 1 +
14α2
45m4
(
1 +
1315
252
α
π
)
B¯2 . (2.18)
3 Vacuum birefringence in magnetic fields
In this chapter we want to compute the index of refraction to all orders in the
strong external field. However, we will be confining ourselves to low-frequency
photons and neglecting virtual radiative corrections. The corresponding process
can be viewed as a single virtual electron loop with two photon vertices and
an arbitrary number of interactions with the external field. Vacuum polariza-
tion generated by external c-number fields can best be attacked by Schwinger’s
proper-time method []. It is exactly this strategy that S. Adler pursues in Ap-
pendix I of his paper []. Here it becomes necessary to find an explicit expression
for the current density 〈jµ(x)〉A induced in the vacuum by the background field
Aµ(x)
〈jµ(x)〉
A = ie tr
[
γµG(x, x|A)
]
.
The electron Green’s function in presence of the external field Aµ(x) is given by
[
m+ γ
(
1
i ∂ − eA
)]
G(x, x′|A) = δ(x− x′) .
Thus, what is needed to calculate the induced vacuum current is the Green’s
function. Since this is outlined in Adler’s and Schwinger’s work, we just refer
the reader to their papers – having in mind still another way to proceed, which
will take up an appreciable fraction of the present chapter.
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It is well known that one can include vacuum polarization effects by modify-
ing the original Maxwell Lagrangian according to
L = −
1
4
Fµν(x)F
µν(x)−
1
2
∫
d4x′Aµ(x) Πµν(x, x
′)Aν(x′), (3.1)
where Πµν(x, x′) denotes the photon polarization tensor which describes the ef-
fect of the vacuum induced by the external field. From (3.1) we obtain the mod-
ified Maxwell equations; in momentum representation (B¯ is now replaced by
B),
[
k2gµν − kµkν +Πµν(k, ω, B)
]
Aν(k) = 0 . (3.2)
Without loss of generality we choose the B-field in z-direction; k is taken in the
x-z plane. The photon polarization vector ǫ can be resolved into
ǫ = a ǫ‖ + b ǫ⊥ , a
2 + b2 = 1 , (3.3)
corresponding to the direction parallel and perpendicular to the plane containing
k and B.
Let θ be the angle between k and B; then we have
kµ = ω (1, sinΘ, 0, cosΘ) , or k = ω (sinΘ iˆ+ cosΘ kˆ) (3.4)
and
ǫ
µ
⊥ = (0, 0, 1, 0) , or ǫ⊥ = jˆ , (3.5)
ǫ
µ
‖ = (0,− cosΘ, 0, sinΘ) , or ǫ‖ = − cos Θˆi+ sinΘkˆ .
If we now decompose Aν(k) in (3.2) according to
Aν(k) = . . . ǫν⊥ + . . . ǫ
ν
‖ ,
and multiply equation (3.2) from the left by (. . . ǫµ⊥+ . . . ǫµ‖ ), we can easily show
that the matrix elements of Πµν between ǫµ‖ and ǫν⊥ are zero, while the diagonal
elements in (‖,⊥)-space to be considered are
Π‖ = ǫ
µ
‖ Πµν ǫ
ν
‖ , Π⊥ = ǫ
µ
⊥Πµν ǫ
ν
⊥ . (3.6)
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The original light cone condition for the freely propagating photon, k2 = 0, is
then modified according to
−(k0)2 + (k‖,⊥)
2 +Π‖,⊥ = 0 , (3.7)
which opens the way to discussing the vacuum as a non-linear responding medium.
For a given frequency of the real photon, k0 = ω, we obtain from (3.7)
|k‖,⊥| = ω −
1
2ω
Π‖,⊥ . (3.8)
The complex index of refraction is defined by
n˜‖,⊥ =
|k‖,⊥|
ω
= 1−
1
2ω2
Π‖,⊥ . (3.9)
We are interested in the real part of this equation which corresponds to the index
of refraction:
n‖,⊥(ω) = 1−
1
2ω2
ReΠ‖,⊥ . (3.10)
In view of the restriction to soft laser photons, we have no interest in the imagi-
nary part, κ = 2Im (n˜ω), which is related to the absorption coefficient,
κ‖,⊥ = −
1
ω
ImΠ‖,⊥ . (3.11)
Hence we will stay in the realm below pair creation (ω < 2m), where the polar-
ization operator Π‖,⊥ must be real.
Now we turn to the evaluation of Π‖ and Π⊥. It is at this stage that we
make substantial use of the explicit representation for the polarization (mass-)
operator Πµν as outlined in [] and []. The evaluation of Π‖,⊥ can be performed
by implementing the special field configuration as indicated in (3.4,3.5). This
then yields the following parametric integrals:
Π‖,⊥ =
α
2π
ω2 sin2Θ
∞∫
0
ds
s
e−ism
2
+1∫
−1
dv
2
e
−isω2 sin2 Θ
(
cos zv−cos z
2z sin z
− 1−v
2
4
)
N‖,⊥ , (3.12)
where z = esB and
8
N‖ = −z cot z
(
1− v2 +
v sin zv
sin z
)
+ z
cos zv
sin z
, (3.13)
N⊥ = −
z cos zv
sin z
+
zv cot z sin zv
sin z
+
2z(cos zv − cos z)
sin3 z
. (3.14)
Incidentally, these expressions for N‖,⊥ coincide with Adler’s J⊥,‖.
In the sequel we need the expansions for N‖,⊥ for z ≪ 1:
N‖ =
1
2
(1− v2)
(
1−
1
3
v2
)
z2 , (3.15)
N⊥ =
1
2
(1− v2)
(
1
2
+
1
6
v2
)
z2 . (3.16)
Therefore, in the low-frequency
(
ω
m
sinΘ≪ 1
)
and weak-field
(
eB
m2
≪ 1
)
limit
we obtain
Π‖,⊥ =
α
4π
ω2 sin2Θ
∞∫
0
z dz e−i
m2
eB
z
1∫
0
dv(1− v2)
(
1−
v2
3
,
1
2
+
v2
6
)
= −
α
4π
ω2 sin2Θ
(
eB
m2
)2 [(
28
45
)
‖
,
(
16
45
)
⊥
]
. (3.17)
So, indeed, Π‖,⊥ turns out to be purely real and the corresponding refractive
indices are given by
n‖,⊥ − 1 =
α
4π
sin2Θ
(
eB
m2
)2 [(
14
45
)
‖
,
(
8
45
)
⊥
]
. (3.18)
For Θ = π
2
, i.e., for the photon beam orthogonal to the B-field, we have
n‖,⊥ = 1 +
α
4π
(
eB
m2
)2 [(
14
45
)
‖
,
(
8
45
)
⊥
]
. (3.19)
Hence, with only one-loop calculation we obtain
∆n = n‖ − n⊥ =
α
4π
6
45
(
eB
m2
)2
. (3.20)
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In particular, if we consider light of wavelength λ traversing a path length L
normal to the B-field, then the angular rotation of the plane of polarization is
given by
∆ϕ =
1
15
α
(
eB
m2
)2
L
λ
. (3.21)
With two-loop corrections we obtain with the aid of (2.15)
∆n =
α
4π
6
45
(
eB
m2
)2(
1 +
25
4
α
π
)
, (3.22)
and (3.21) becomes modified according to
∆ϕ =
1
15
α
(
eB
m2
)2
L
λ
(
1 +
25
4
α
π
)
. (3.23)
It is the formidable task of the PVLAS experiment to detect and measure this
small angular rotation [].
Last of all we study the limiting case of very low-energy photons in the ex-
ternal constant magnetic field of arbitrary strength. Since we are again in the
region below pair creation (ω ≪ 2m; also ω
m
sinΘ ≪ 1), we can employ the
polarization operator Π‖,⊥ of (3.12) and obtain for the index of refraction
n‖,⊥ = 1 +
α
4π
sin2Θ J‖,⊥ , (3.24)
where J‖,⊥ = −
∞∫
0
dz
z
e−iz
m2
eB
1∫
0
dv N‖,⊥(z, v) , (3.25)
with N‖,⊥ given in (3.13) and (3.14).
The integrals can be done and lead to
n‖,⊥ = 1 +
α
4π
sin2Θ η‖,⊥ , (3.26)
where
10
0 1 2 3 4 5
h
0.0
0.0
0.1
1.0
10.0
η
η
η
−
|
=
Figure 1: η‖ and η⊥ in units of the dimensionless parameter h = m
2
2eB
.
η‖(h) = 8ζ
′(−1, h)− 4hζ ′(0, h)−
2
3
Ψ(1 + h) + 2h lnh− 2h2 +
1
3h
−
1
3
,
(3.27)
η⊥(h) = −4hζ
′(0, h) + 4h2Ψ(1 + h)− 2h lnh− 2h− 4h2 +
2
3
.
(3.28)
h stands for m2
2eB
, Ψ denotes the logarithmic derivative of the Γ-function, and
ζ ′(z, q) is the derivative of the Hurwitz Zeta-function. Plots of η‖,⊥ as well as of
n‖,⊥ are given in the enclosed figures.
4 Light cone condition, effective Lagrangian approach
Let us recall that for weak electromagnetic fields we found within the context of
the H.-E. Lagrangian (2.10,2.11):
11
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Figure 2: Refractive indices n‖ and n⊥ in units of the dimensionless h = m
2
2eB
.
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n‖ = 1 +
14α2
45m4
B2 sin2Θ , n⊥ = 1 +
8α2
45m4
B2 sin2Θ . (4.1)
Using the relation v‖,⊥ = c(=1)n‖,⊥ , we obtain for the two phase velocities of our
laser light when traversing the external B-field
v‖ = 1−
14α2
45m4
B2 sin2Θ , v⊥ = 1−
8α2
45m4
B2 sin2Θ . (4.2)
If we then perform an average over polarization and direction,
v¯ =
1
4π
∫
dΩ
1
2
(v‖ + v⊥) ,
we find
v¯ = 1−
22
135
α2
m4
B2 = 1−
44
135
α2
m4
u . (4.3)
Now, the authors of ref. [] claim that the velocity shift (4.3) holds for any (renor-
malized) background energy density – not just electromagnetic – with the same,
i.e., universal coefficient as in (4.3),
δv¯ = −
44
135
α2
m4
u . (4.4)
Furthermore, G. Shore [] pointed out that the coefficients of the velocity shifts in
(4.2) are related in a universal way to the trace anomaly of the electromagnetic
energy-momentum tensor:
〈T αα〉EM = −4
[
8α2
45m4
(
1
4
FµνF
µν
)2
+
14α2
45m4
(1
4
Fµν
⋆F µν
)2]
. (4.5)
It might even be possible to produce faster than light signals, e.g., in curved
space-time manifolds or in Casimir configurations, where we can generate ve-
locity shifts δv¯ > 0, since these cases allow for negative energy densities. How-
ever, as we are solely interested in external electromagnetic fields, we will not
go into further details concerning those other non-trivial QED vacua []. But al-
ready in the context of pure QED we might ask whether the coefficients in (4.3)
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or (4.4) are really universal or whether they are but a reflection of any weak field
approach based on the H.-E. Lagrangian. To answer this question we are now
going to introduce yet another method to set up the light cone condition. Instead
of making the electromagnetic vacuum current [] or the polarization operator
[] our starting point, we want to work entirely within the effective Lagrangian
approach. Here the relevant relation turns out to be []
k2 = Q(x, y) 〈T µν〉x,y kµkν , (4.6)
with x = 1
4
FµνF
µν ≡ F , y =
1
4
Fµν
⋆F µν ≡ G
and
〈T µν〉x,y= −T
µν
M ∂xL(x, y) + g
µν (L− x∂xL− y∂yL). (4.7)
L is the total effective Lagrangian, i.e., Maxwell part plus electron loop contri-
butions. The Q-factor is given by
Q =
1
2
(∂2x + ∂
2
y)L[
(∂xL)2+ (∂xL)
(
x
2
(∂2x− ∂
2
y) + y∂xy
)
L+ 1
2
(∂2x+ ∂
2
y)L(1− x∂x− y∂y)L
] .
(4.8)
In the remainder of this section we choose a special Lorentz frame,
k¯µ =
kµ
|k|
=
(
k0
|k|
, kˆ
)
=: (v, kˆ) , (4.9)
where we defined the phase velocity v = k0
|k|
.
For (4.6) we then obtain
v2 = 1−Q 〈T µν〉k¯µk¯ν . (4.10)
This equation clearly demonstrates that the light cone condition is a generaliza-
tion of the “unified formula” of [].
Since the Q-factor depends on all variables and parameters of L, it will nat-
urally be neither universal nor constant. For the applications we have in mind,
Q will simplify substantially so that after averaging over propagation directions,
we have for Q〈T 00〉 ≪ 1:
14
v2 = 1−
4
3
Q 〈T 00〉 = 1−
4
3
Qu . (4.11)
As a first example let us check the relation between velocity shifts and scale
anomaly. For weak electromagnetic fields we can take the original H.-E. La-
grangian:
L = −x+ c1 x
2 + c2 y
2 , (4.12)
with c1 =
8
45
α2
m4
, c2 =
14
45
α2
m4
. (4.13)
Then we get from (4.7)
〈T αα〉 = 4(L − x∂xL − y∂yL) (4.14)
= −4
(
8
45
α2
m4︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼δv⊥
x2 +
14
45
α2
m4︸ ︷︷ ︸
∼δv‖
y2
)
. (4.15)
At this stage we want to emphasize that the result (4.15) which expresses the
energy-momentum tensor in terms of the velocity shifts δv‖,⊥ is strictly limited
to our former weak-field approximation and hence does not hold in general [].
However, if we take the two-loop corrected H.-E. Lagrangian [], we obtain
instead
L = −x+ c′1 x
2 + c′2 y
2 , (4.16)
with
c′1 =
8
45
α2
m4
(
1 +
40
9
α
π
)
(4.17)
c′2 =
14
45
α2
m4
(
1 +
1315
252
α
π
)
, (4.18)
and (4.15) becomes altered correspondingly. Furthermore, restricting ourselves
still to small corrections to the Maxwell Lagrangian, we have
Q ≃
1
2
(∂2x + ∂
2
y)L = c
′
1 + c
′
2 , (4.19)
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so that (4.11) immediately yields
v = 1−
4α2
135m4
(
11 +
1955
36
α
π
)[
1
2
(
E2 +B2
)]
. (4.20)
Hence in the one-loop part of (4.20) we can identify the factor 44α2
135m4
as the uni-
versal constant of the “unified formula” (4.4). However, the two-loop correction
in (4.20) destroys this universality: 1955
36
α
π
is as universal as 11.
As a final remark we might add that for arbitrary magnetic field strength,
the universality becomes totally destroyed already on the level of a one-loop
calculation – where one finds
(
h = m
2
2eB
)
:
v2 = 1−
α
π
sin2 θ
2
[ (
2h2−
1
3
)
Ψ(1+h)− 4h ln Γ(h)− 3h2
−h + 2h ln 2π +
1
3
+ 4ζ ′(−1, h) +
1
6h
]
.
(4.21)
The total velocity shift remains rather small and amounts to
δv ≃ 9.58.. · 10−5 for B = Bcr =
m2
e
(4.22)
with B
Bcr
< π
α
≃ 430, as is valid within the one-loop approximation.
Incidentally, the one-loop result for Q is
Q =
α
4π
1
B2
(
η‖ + η⊥
)
, (4.23)
where η‖,⊥ can be looked up in (3.27,3.28).
Upon using the relation
〈T µν〉k¯µk¯ν = B
2 − (B · kˆ)2 +O(α) = B2 sin2 θ +O(α) ,
we find for the polarization-summed index of refraction
(n2)−1 = 1−QB2 sin2Θ ,
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Figure 3: Square velocity v2 versus magnetic field B in units of the critical field
strength Bcr = m
2
e
. The dashed curve indicates the region where higher-order
corrections become important.
or n = 1 +
B2
2
Q sin2Θ
= 1 +
1
2
α
4π
(
η‖ + η⊥
)
sin2Θ
=
1
2
(
1 +
α
4π
η‖ sin
2Θ
)
+
1
2
(
1 +
α
4π
η⊥ sin
2Θ
)
=
1
2
(
n‖ + n⊥
)
,
in complete agreement with our former result (3.26).
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